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Abstract
Many of the services that we use daily, for example banking,
have transformed from traditional customer services into In-
ternet services. In important services, such as the banking,
a strong authentication is needed to protect both the users of
the services and the service providers.

Due very rapid techinical progress mobile web browsing
has become possible. Modern phones with big and sharp
touch screens have made it also usable. Therefore, all our
daily internet services could be accessed with mobile devices
from wherever we are. Because of this strong authentication
methods that can be used with mobile phones are needed.

At the moment strong authentication in Finland relies on
TUPAS -authentication. It is a good method but has also
some drawbacks like dependency on the banks and the diffi-
culty of using with mobile devices. In this paper I describe
four promising methods for acheiving strong authentication
with mobile devices. The methods are SMS-OTP, Mobile
certificate, NFC and On-board Credentials. The approaches
of the methods differ greatly from each other, nevertheless
all of those can be used for achieving the goal of usable
strong mobile authenticaion. Methods are compared to each
other from both service providers and users point of view.

Keywords: Strong authentication, Mobile authentica-
tion, SMS-OTP, Mobile certificate, NFC, ObC, On-board
Credentials

1 Introduction
The majority of our daily business has moved to the internet:
banking, insurances, government systems etc. Online shop-
ping is growing rapidly and even grocery stores are launch-
ing internet services which offer home delivery. At the same
time traditional customer service points are being shut down.
In 1980, there were over 3500 bank offices in Finland, now
the number is a little over 1600 [9]. Dispite the fact that the
rapid decrease has ended, still long distances, long queuing
times and short opening hours of the customer service points
are driving people into using internet services. When ser-
vices that contain sensitive data are moved to internet, strong
authentication is required to protect both the service provider
and user of the service. In Finland, the most commonly used
strong authentication method is TUPAS. It was created by
Federation of Finnish Financial Services and it is "a common
way to authenticate web customers for third party services
with the same IDs that are used to authenticate customers in
the web bank service" [26].

There are three basic types of authentications. The most
common one is authentications based on something that one
knows, usually a password. The second category is authenti-
cations that are based on something that one has, like a smart
card. And the third category is based on something that a
person is, an immutable personal characteristic for example
a fingerprint. There is no standardized or official definition
for term strong authentication, but often, also in this paper,
it is defined as an authentication that uses two out of those
three mechanisms [21]. An example of strong authentication
in use is withdrawing money from an ATM, which requires
you to have your ATM card and to know your pin code. The
other example is the above mentioned TUPAS. It requires
you to know your customer number and to have a list of one
time passwords provided by your bank.

It is possible to use mobile devices for strong authentica-
tion of users in similar situations to those in which TUPAS
is now used. The authentication can technically be imple-
mented in many different ways using a mobile device and the
SIM card within it. In this paper, I study different methods
that could be used for achieving similar strong authentication
to that which TUPAS provides but by using mobile devices.
I will describe how the methods generally operate and are
used. The focus is on studying those methods from service
provider’s and end-user’spoint of view: difficulty and costs
of the deployment and usage, and the usability of the system.

At the end of this paper I compare those different methods
to each other and also to TUPAS. The comparison concen-
trates mainly on non-technical aspects such as costs of using
and experiences of the usage. TUPAS is good base for the
comparison, even though it is not a mobile authentication
method, because it is currently in use. Mobile authentication
is not going to replace TUPAS any time soon, nevertheless
any new system should be better than its predecessor.

2 Background
Finland has been forerunner in mobile communications. In
the early days of mobile communications in mid 90s there
was nearly 50% yearly growth in mobile subscribers. In the
year 2005, the number of subscribers exceeded the number
of people in Finland and nowadays there is about 115 sub-
scriptions per 100 persons [25]. A report from Ericsson in
summer 2010 states that worldwide mobile subscriptions had
reached 5 billion and that the growth is 2 million new sub-
scribers per day. They estimate that there will be 50 billion
connected devices by year 2020 [7]. Now almost everyone
has one mobile device that is connected to the network. Ten
years from now everyone has more than five such devices.
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Mobile devices are here to stay.
In addition to the huge growth in number of subscribers,

another rapid change has been going on in the area of mo-
bile communications. Mobile phones have transformed into
something much more. Modern mobile devices are much
closer to a computer than to a phone; the main functional-
ity is not making phone calls. These devices are typically
called smart phones or mobile computers. This technical de-
velopment has created many new opportunities for what can
be done with mobile devices. People can use their email,
browse web pages, use social media services, take photos,
record videos and so forth. Web browsers have been in smart
phones for years, but using those has been really difficult.
Modern phones with big and sharp touch screens have made
mobile web browsing not only possible, but also usable. Be-
cause of all this, there really is a growing need for good mo-
bile authentication methods.

Mobile authentication methods already exists and are em-
ployed in many European countries, for example in Swe-
den, Norway, Slovakia and Italy [2]. In Finland, the area
of mobile authentication has been studied and developed for
several years, but still mobile authentication is not available
here. Finland is no longer forerunner.

It is possible to use TUPAS with mobile devices, but that is
difficult from the users point of view. Using mobile devices
directly for authentication would have many benefits:

• Because everyone already has a phone, there is no need
for additional devices like smart cards.

• Practically all Finns have a mobile phone and they carry
it with them almost all the time. Therefore authen-
tication could be used whenever and where ever it is
needed. This is not the case for example with TUPAS
password lists, which are often stored at home.

• The mobile network allows connection only to authen-
ticated phones which offers some basic security, for ex-
ample using copied SIM cards is hard.

• Roaming and interoperability in mobile communica-
tions are in use in all over the world. Same mobile au-
thentication methods could be spread around the world
to allow using the same methods also abroad.

• These kinds of systems are already in use, thus those
are proven to work.

In addition to strong authentication, many other kinds of
useful functionalities could be added to mobile devices. For
example there is lot of research in combining the functional-
ities of a wallet and a mobile phone: incorporating for exam-
ple travelling cards, bonus cards, gift tokens and even credit
cards to a mobile device. Then the paying could be done by
keeping the mobile device near of a reader. In some coun-
tries, for example Japan, these kinds of systems are already
in wide use. [2]

These different types of mobile services could be benefi-
cial to each other, because many people do not realize that
mobile phones are not just for making phone calls anymore.
New different kinds of applications will widen the space of
things that people think that can be done with these mobile
devices.

Figure 1: SMS-OTP authentication with a smart phone

3 Methods for strong mobile authen-
tication

3.1 Sim card based

One viable approach for strong mobile authentication is to
use the SIM card that is found within every mobile phone.
SIM (Subscriber Identity Module) is a removable small
smart card that contains the International Mobile Subscriber
Identity (IMSI) and small pieces of software. IMSI is a 15
character code that mobile networks use for identifying sub-
scribers. Also other information, for example user’s phone-
book, can be stored to a SIM card. [15]

Most important and obvious benefit in this approach is
that there is no need for any additional hardware, like a card
reader, and some cases no need for addition software either.
If software or data is required, it can be distributed within the
SIM card and thus users do not need to install any additional
software into their devices. This makes things much easier
from the user’s point of view.

SIM cards also have some features that improve security.
Mobile network authenticates every connected device using
the IMSI code. Even though cloning a SIM card is possible,
using a copied SIM is much harder because the network does
not allow multiple devices to connect with the same IMSI.
In addition, information stored on SIM card is protected by
four characters long PIN codes. The four character code is
definitely too short to protect from brute force attack, but
still an simple brute force attack is infeasible because data
will be locked after few wrong attempts and thus cannot be
used after that.

3.1.1 One time password using SMS

The SMS one time password (SMS-OTP) is a simple idea
that can be used for two factor authentication. It is based
on password that is generated by the service provider and
transmitted to user using the SMS service. The password is
fairly short and is valid only once and only for a short period
of time. This kind of system is being used in many services,
for example some ebanks [5] [12].

Usage
The service provider sends SMS messages to the user, and

therefore the service provider must know the user’s mobile
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phone number. The number is typically entered when the
user registers to the service. Figure 1 illustrates one sce-
nario how SMS-OTP can be used. First phase of the au-
thentication happens by entering the typical credentials like
a username/password pair. With those credentials the service
provider recognizes the user, generates the OTP and sends it
to user as SMS message. Finally the user enters the code to
the service and then the user is strongly authenticated. [23]

This is not the only way to use SMS for authentication.
For example a Finnish bank called Nordea uses SMS for
confirming transactions that are detected to be unusual by
sending a confirmation request SMS message to the user.
The transaction will not be carried out before the user has
answered to that message with letter "A". [18]

Service providers that would like to start using SMS-OTP
can either buy it as a product or a service from a company of-
fering it, for example, VISUALtron MobileKey [4] or Tele-
Sign’s Two-Factor Authentication. TeleSign’s Two-Factor
Authentication also provides possibility of using a voice call
for delivering the OTP [24]. Other possibility is implement-
ing it by themselves since it is fairly simple because all it
needs is a device that is capable of sending SMS messages.

Advantages
There are many good things in SMS-OTP. The most im-

portant one is that it can reach practically everyone. Us-
ing it does not require any additional hardware or software
or even any changes to the SIM card. Therefore everyone
who has a mobile device capable of receiving SMS messages
could straight away start using SMS-OTP as authentication
method.

The costs of the system for the service provider are fairly
low because SMS messages are very cheap and SMS-OTP
system is simple to implement. For the users SMS-OTP is
typically free since receiving SMS messages does not cost
anything.

In addition from the user’s point of view SMS-OTP is very
simple and easy to understand. Even totally non-technical
users can understand why it adds security because SMS mes-
sages are typically considered to be private.

Problems
There are also problems in the SMS-OTP approach. Many

mobile phones (Nokia S40 phones, old iphones etc.) do not
support multitasking, i.e. they cannot run multiple applica-
tions at the same time. Therefore, if the user is authenticat-
ing to a service using mobile devices web browser and the
service sends an SMS message, the user might not be able
to read it without closing the browser. After the browser is
closed, the SMS is useless. Even if the phone supports multi-
tasking, using SMS-OTP might be difficult in some devices.
User has to open another application to read the message and
then memorize (or write down) the password and then switch
back to browser and enter it. [2]

One possible solution for the above-mentioned problem is
Flash SMS, which is a SMS that is displayed directly on the
phone’s screen [28], but it is also problematic because dis-
playing of Flash SMS is not guaranteed in all phones. The
message is not always automatically stored to phone so it
could work poorly also in phones that do support multitask-
ing. [2]

There are also potential security issues with the SMS-OTP.

Figure 2: Mobile certificate authentication with a smart
phone

Firstly, all the mobile phone operators between the service
provider and user become part of the trust chain and thus
need to be trusted. In case of roaming there are multiple
operators. Secondly, SMS encryption can be decrypted by
an attacker and therefore SMS-OTP cannot be totally trusted
[17].

3.1.2 Mobile certificate

Mobile certificate is an add-on service to a mobile subscrip-
tion which purpose is to make mobile authentication not only
possible but usable. Both service providers and users will
have to pay for the service. It is based on Public Key In-
frastructure (PKI) and the keys and certificate are stored to
user’s personal SIM card. The certificate contains a unique
personal identifier, for example social security number and
permanent personal details: name, birth date, gender and na-
tionality. The mobile phone operators function as PKI Certi-
fication Authorities (CA). [2]

Conceptually Mobile certificate is close to the electronic
identity card which is one of the previous failed attempts for
achieving widespread use for an e-authentication method in
Finland. In summer 2008, only 180 000 Finns had a elec-
tronic identity card. The goal was to have 1.7 million users
at that time.[6] One of the possible reasons for the previous
failures might have the difficulty of taking the method into
use. For example, the electronic identity card must be per-
sonally applied and retrieved from the police. In the other
hand, Mobile certificate has taken this into account. Even
though almost everyone has a SIM card, from Mobile certifi-
cates point of view it is not sufficient because by default SIM
cards do not contain the needed information. The new SIM
card must be requested from the mobile phone operator, but
that can be easily done via the operator’s web service. [27]

Usage
As with the SMS-OTP, when a user is authenticating

to a service that offers Mobile certificate as authentication
method, the service provider needs to know the user’s mo-
bile phone number. This can be given either once when the
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user registers to the service, or every time the user authenti-
cates to the service.

Figure 2 illustrates the whole authentication process.
When user is authenticating, the web service provider re-
quests authentication service from a Certification Authority,
which is the user’s mobile service provider. Based on the
user’s cell phone number, the request is sent to a correct CA.
After receiving such request the CA sends authentication
request containing a challenge to the user’s mobile phone.
Then user enters a PIN number, called SPIN, which unlocks
the secret key stored within the user’s SIM card. Next the
challenge is signed with the user’s secret key and sent back
to the CA. After receiving the challenge back, the CA can
check whether the challenge was signed with the right key
or not. Then the CA sends information about the authentica-
tion to the web service provider and if the key was OK the
user is now authenticated. The SPIN is not the same PIN as
is used for locking the phone and for security reasons it is
not preset to be 0000 or 1234 [1].

Mobile certificate can also be used for authenticating cus-
tomer during a phone call. In addition to that, authenticating
is not restricted to situations when user is using the mobile
device for accessing the service. Separate computer can also
be used, which is in fact the more typical use case. In that
situation the communication between the user and the web
service provider go through user’s computer and communi-
cation between the user and the CA go through user’s mobile
phone. Everything else is identical to the situation in figure
2.

Advantages
As mentioned earlier, SIM based approaches are easy

from the users point of view. With Mobile certificate, all
that the users need to do is to acquire new SIM card from
their mobile phone operator and after that the Mobile certifi-
cate can be used. Using the system is also simple, just enter
the SPIN when requested.

Event though Mobile certificate was designed and devel-
oped by the biggest Finnish mobile phone operators: DNA,
Elisa and TeliaSonera Finland, also the needs of Finnish
banks were specially taken into account. The banks could
easily start using mobile transaction certificate side by side
with the current TUPAS system.[10]

The opportunity for using Mobile certificate during a
phone call is also important benefit. This could be a very
useful feature for example in customer services of banks and
insurance companies where sensitive data might need to be
exchanged over phone.

Problems
As mentioned above, Mobile certificate will be non-free

service for the users and the service providers. Because the
service is not yet deployed there is no information about the
prices, except that the prices will be determined by the mo-
bile phone operators who are offering the service. The pric-
ing will have big impact on the rapidity of the deployment.

In addition it is possible that when the service is used en-
tirely with mobile phone like in figure 2, Mobile certificate
method suffers from similar problems in non-multitasking
environments as the SMS-OTP.

It was announced that the first consumers should be able
to get the SIM cards supporting the certificate during year

2010. But in the last quarter 2010, release date or any details
has not yet been published. [1] Therefore it seems that con-
sumers will not get their certificates during this year, and no
service can use Mobile certificate as authentication method.

3.2 Near Field Communication
Near Field Communication (NFC) is a wireless short-range
communication technology which is based on Radio Fre-
quency Identification (RFID) technology. RFID is the tech-
nology that is used for example in Finnish public transporta-
tion system travelling cards. NFC technology can be, and
has successfully been, integrated to mobile phones. In 2005
Vodafone sold the world’s first NFC phone. [11] From the
field of modern smart phones Nokia C7 is an example of a
device containing NFC chip [16].

Mobile phones with NFC open many very interesting op-
portunities. Such devices can be used to replace for example
physical keys and bonus cards. Nevertheless, from the mo-
bile authentication point of view the most interesting possi-
bility is that NFC allows the mobile phones to function as
smart card readers. Some of the current credit cards are so
called contactless credit cards, which can be read remotely
with a RFID reader. With NFC chip mobile phones can act
as such readers, and thus credit cards can be read by using a
mobile phone.

Mobile phones are about to become the biggest
RFID reader infrastructure in the world [11].

Figure 3: Mobile phones can act as credit card reader [13].

Usage
The opportunity to use mobile phone as smart card reader

makes it also possible to use NFC as an authentication
method. Procedure for authenticating to an ebank using mo-
bile phone with NFC and contactless credit card is as follow-
ing [19][13]:

1. User visits web site of the ebank and request a challenge
number from the bank by entering a personal customer
ID.

2. User starts reading a credit card with a mobile phone by
touching the back of the phone with the card. See figure
3.
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3. NFC can be used for many other things in addition
to authentication. Therefore the user must then select
which function to use. Left box in figure 4.

4. Enters the challenge received from bank. Middle box in
figure 4.

5. Enters the PIN code of the credit card. Right box in
figure 4.

6. Receives a code as response. That code can be used for
authenticating to a web service.

Figure 4: Authentication using a credit card and a mobile
phone with NFC. [13].

Advantages
The main idea of the NFC is not authentication; it is just a

side product. The real strength of the NFC technology is the
huge variety of different things that can be achieved with it,
which improves the chance of getting NFC widely deployed.

Problems
There are at least three notable issues in using NFC for

authentication. Firstly, the usability of this method is fairly
poor. It contains multiple steps including visiting the service
provider site, entering customer number, challenge and PIN
code and holding a credit card near the phone.

Second issue is the availability. Only some of the current
mobile phones contain a NFC chip. It will take many years
before majority of devices contain the chip, and therefore
NFC based solutions cannot be taken into wide use before
that. The lack of RFID cards also prevents using NFC. In
2006 about 20 million consumers in the United States had
a contactless credit card [20]. I could not find any Finnish
bank offering such cards to Finnish customers.

And the third is security and privacy from the end-users
point of view. There has been discussion about issues of
RFID credit cards. Because of the fact that the cards can be
read remotely, also criminals can read those remotely. At-
tacker with RFID reader can harvest information from the
cards just by wandering in a crowd of people. The harvested
data can be used for at least compromising the privacy of the
people, but potentially also for more serious attacks.[20].

3.3 On-board Credentials

On-board Credentials (ObC) is an architecture that utilizes
general purpose hardware to achieve inexpensive, open and

secure way of storing and using credentials. An ObC creden-
tial consists of some secret data, most typically keys, and an
algorithm that operates the data [8]. An application that im-
plements ObC can be installed to a mobile device that meets
the requirements (see section 3.3.2 System requirements) of
ObC. Service providers can independently define and share
new credential secrets to users’ devices. The ObC applica-
tion protects the credentials that are stored to the device and
the users can use the credentials to authenticate themselves
to service providers services.

3.3.1 Challenges in software based approaches

Approach based on an application within a mobile device is
not trouble free either. First of all, many of the modern mo-
bile devices are multitasking environments. This means that
multiple applications can be running at the same time and
share the resources provided by the hardware. Because the
applications are running at the same time, it is sometimes
possible for a application to read memory areas that are al-
located to an another application. For secure applications,
this is naturally a serious problem. For example, consider
an application that stores some secret data, like passwords,
as encrypted. When the application is being used, the data
must be decrypted and it must exist somewhere within the
memory of the device as decrypted. If some other applica-
tion can read the data from the memory while it is decrypted,
then the security has failed and the secret is lost.

Someone might ask why and how there could be a mali-
cious application that tries to steal data on my mobile phone.
As stated before, mobile phones are not just mobile phones
anymore. The users can install all kinds of applications from
many different sources to their mobile devices. And not all
of those can be trusted. Recent study about Android applica-
tion stated following:

About 20 percent of the 48,000 apps in the An-
droid marketplace allow a third-party application
access to sensitive or private information [3].

The worst part of that is that Android marketplace is an of-
ficial application source that most people consider a trusted
source.

It is also likely that someday automatically spreading mal-
ware, similar to computer viruses, becomes a problem also
in mobile devices. For these reasons ObC has minimum re-
quirements for the mobile devices.

Secondly, there are a lot of different mobile devices. Mak-
ing an application that works properly on all mobile devices
is practically impossible. Therefore, all devices cannot be
supported and the application must be designed to some spe-
cific group of devices.

3.3.2 System requirements

The initial goal of ObC was to "minimize the cost of imple-
menting and deploying the ObC system" [8]. Naturally, the
goal of security is something that could not be bargained for.
Therefore, ObC requires that the device contains a proper se-
cure execution environment. The goals of security and low
costs could both be reached by relying on general purpose
secure hardware that is already widely deployed in mobile
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devices. The disadvantage is that ObC cannot be used if the
device does not provide such execution environment. ObC
architecture states three requirements for an secure execu-
tion environment [14]:

• Isolated secure execution environment: It must be pos-
sible to execute trusted code isolated from the untrusted
code executing on the same device.

• Secure storage: It must be possible to store persistent
data so that confidentiality and integrity of the data can
be assured.

• Integrity of secure environment: It must be possible to
ensure the integrity of the secure environment.

Such secure environments do exists and therefore it
was not neither necessary nor cost efficient to design new
one[14]. An example of such environment is Texas Instru-
ments’ M-Shield, a mobile security technology solution that
is available for the OMAP platform that is used in mobile de-
vices. Many Nokia high-end phones have built-in M-Shield.
It provides for example cryptographic accelerators, a random
number generator and secure on-chip keys and thus many
cryptography related applications can utilize it and receive
improved performance and security.[22] ObC can also be
implemented on top of other secure environments than the
M-Shield [14].

3.3.3 Architecture

After inexpensiveness and security, openness was the third
important goal of ObC. Openness in ObC means that any
service provider is allowed to create and to provision new se-
crets and credential algorithms without having to obtain per-
mission from any third party. Naturally, this must be possible
without compromising the security of the system. Therefore
the ObC system had to be designed so that malicious or erro-
neous credential algorithm cannot cause serious harm to the
system. This raised two requirements which had to be taken
into account in the architecture design of the ObC [14]:

• Secret data must be isolated from the credential pro-
grams.

• System resource, like CPU time and memory, con-
sumed by credential programs must be monitored and
controlled.

Figure 5 represents a simplified architecture of the ObC.
A mobile device which meets the above mentioned require-
ments can be split into two different environments: Nor-
mal execution environment where all normal applications are
running, And secure execution environment which is used
only for some specific security demanding tasks. Both envi-
ronments have their own CPU and memory. Typically the re-
sources provided by secure execution environments are very
limited. For this reason all of the main elements of ObC can-
not be within the secure environment.

In fact only small part of ObC operates within the se-
cure environment: ObC provisioning subsystem and ObC
Interpreter. In addition very small amount of data is being
stored within the secure environment memory. Most impor-
tant piece of that data is a device specific master key called

Figure 5: Simplified overview of the ObC architecture

ObC platform key (OPK). ObC Interpreter is the key ele-
ment for achieving the required isolation between credential
programs and the secret data. It provides a virtualized en-
vironment where the programs can be run. The OPK key
is used by the ObC Interpreter and it will never leave the
secure environment. ObC provisioning subsystem handles
the credential provisioning functionality. It is separated from
the interpreter for achieving smaller memory requirement for
the interpreter and thereby leaving more space for ObC pro-
grams. The rest of ObC, including majority of all data, is
stored within the normal environment. Client applications
use the ObC via the ObC Credentials Manager. The Creden-
tials Manager manages the ObC Database, which contains
all the credential secrets and programs in encrypted form. In
addition it provides a "secure user interface" for accessing
the ObC. Only the Credentials Manager is allowed to com-
municate with the ObC interpreter. Service providers can
define their own credentials and provision those to devices
through client applications. [14]

3.3.4 Advantages

Maybe the biggest advantage, especially for small-scale ser-
vice providers, is the open provisioning. Service providers
can develop their secure services totally independently from
device manufacturers and other stakeholders. This will
probably mean that ObC will be free for both the service
providers and the users.

The utilization of general purpose secure execution envi-
ronments is also an advantage. It greatly improves the se-
curity of the system by ensuring secure handling of secret
data.
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3.3.5 Problems

The most obvious disadvantage is that because of the re-
quirements ObC can not be used in old devices, it cannot
even be used in all of the new devices. However, secure exe-
cution environments are becoming more and more common
in mobile devices and therefore this should not prevent the
deployment of ObC.

Second and probably more serious issue is that ObC is
designed by Nokia. This is a problem because typically dif-
ferent vendors are not keen to implement systems that are
not their own. Even though Nokia has a huge market share
in Finland, it is not 100%. Using ObC must not be restricted
to Nokia phones or ObC cannot become heavily deployed,
because service providers cannot exclude huge amount of
pontetial customers. Therefore it would be important to get
ObC standardized or to find some other way to get other mo-
bile device vendors to create compatible implementations of
ObC to their devices.

3.3.6 Situation

The idea and the architecture of ObC seem promising. How-
ever, there is a lot of work to be done for getting ObC de-
ployed. I could not find any official information about de-
ployment status of ObC. At the moment it still seems to be
at research state and cannot be taken into use.

Couple of complete implementations of ObC systems ex-
ists for different platforms. As an example an implementa-
tions which runs on phones with Symbian operating system
and M-Shield secure environment. [8] These implementa-
tions are mainly created for testing purposes and seem to be
more like prototypes than complete products.

4 Comparision

4.1 Requirements

SMS-OTP does not require anything else than a device that is
capable of receiving SMS messages. The only requirement
for using Mobile certificate is a new SIM card that contains
the required credentials. The both NFC and ObC require a
physical chip to be added to the device. Some of current mo-
bile devices contain the NFC chip that is required for using
the NFC based method and some of the devices contain the
secure environment that the ObC requires. It is difficult to
say which of those gets deployed into majority of the mobile
devices faster.

In addition with NFC method, it is not enough to have a
mobile device that contains the NFC chip, a contactless card
is also needed. It seems that at the moment in Finland all the
credit cards are traditional cards and do not contain RFID
chip. Therefore before the NFC authentication can be used,
banks need to start offering contactless cards.

From the requirements point of view SMS-OTP is clearly
the best since all the other methods require something to be
added to most of the current mobile devices. The second best
in this category is Mobile certificate where the only require-
ment is a new SIM card.

4.2 Deployment status
As mentioned earlier, all of the methods are not deployed at
the moment and therefore cannot be used yet. In fact only the
SMS-OTP could immediately be taken into use in Finland by
a service provider.

Mobile certificate should have been released by now, but
for some reason this has not happened yet. ObC, seems to
be still at research state and therefore it is very difficult to
say that when, if ever, it gets widely deployed. The NFC
technology is ready, but the lack of mobile phones with NFC
and contactless cards prevents using it.

Therefore, from the deployment status point of view the
best of these options is the SMS-OTP. Second best is proba-
bly Mobile certificate, because it should have been published
already and therefore it should become available soon.

4.3 Pricing
Pricing is naturally a very significant factor in all commer-
cial systems. This is important from both users and service
providers’ point of view. If the costs for the users are too
high, the users will very likely keep on using the old system.
If the costs for the service providers are too high, they will
not invest on the new system.

Depending on how the SMS-OTP is used the price for the
users is either free or very low. The costs are also fairly low
for the service provider. I could not find any other informa-
tion about pricing of Mobile certificate, except that the price
is determined by the mobile phone operators. Therefore
the pricing information will become available after mobile
phone operators start to offer it. Pricing of NFC will depend
on the issuers of the contactless cards. As the ObC is still
at research state, there is no official information about the
pricing. Nevertheless, due the openness of the ObC, it will
likely be free for both users and service providers. However,
designing the needed credentials might create some costs for
the service providers.

From the user’s point of view, the costs of NFC and ObC
are increased by the need for purchasing new mobile phone.
As a conclusion, there is not enough data for making a com-
prehensive analysis about the pricings. Nevertheless, the
costs of SMS-OTP are very low and the costs of ObC are
also very likely going to be low.

4.4 Usability
Usability is also a very important factor in applications that
would potentially be widely deployed and get a huge amount
of users. In mobile applications achieving good usability is
especially challenging because of the small size of the de-
vices. The huge amount of different mobile devices, which
all operate a bit differently, makes this even more challeng-
ing.

Because most of the methods cannot be used at the mo-
ment, analyzing the usability is very difficult. This is espe-
cially difficult with ObC, since there is not much information
about how it is really going to be used.

Using the NFC for authentication contains multiple steps
and requires entering three codes therefore the usability of
that method is poor. In addition it has similar requirement
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Requirements Deployment status Pricing Usability
TUPAS Need to be a cus-

tomer of a Finnish
bank. Also need to
have the password list
available when using
the service.

Is in use in Finland
by all major banks.
Also many other ser-
vices offer TUPAS au-
thentication.

Prices depend on the con-
tract with the bank. For
end-users fairly cheap (e.g.
Nordea 2e/month), expen-
sier for service providers
(start payment and monthly
fee).

Usable and easy
to understand, but
requires having the
passwordlist available.

Mobile
certificate

New SIM card con-
taining credentials.
Easy to get from a mo-
bile phone operator.

Cannot be used yet.
Was supposed to be-
come available during
2010, but seems to be
delayed for unknown
reason.

Not free. Costs depend on
the contract between user
and mobile phone operator.
Prices not yet published.

Presumably easy to
use. In addition to
normal authentication
requires only entering
SPIN number.

SMS-
OTP

None. Used in many services,
for example in some
ebanks.

Some fairly small costs for
the service providers from
sending the OTP messages.
Typically none for the users.

Simple to understand.
Easy when using with
separate computer, a
bit more difficult when
using with just a mo-
bile device.

ObC Mobile device con-
taining a proper secure
execution environ-
ment, e.g. M-Shield.
Many modern de-
vices contain such
environment.

Cannot be used yet.
Seems to be still in re-
search stage.

No information available.
Will probably be free be-
cause of the openness.

No information about
how it will be used.

NFC Mobile device con-
taining NFC chip and
a contactless card.

Not available in Fin-
land. The lack of
NFC phones and con-
tactless cards prevents
from using.

Prices depend on the con-
tract with the bank.

Poor. Using requires
going through many
steps and entering
multiple codes.

Figure 6: Comparision of the authentication methods

than TUPAS: users are required to have their contactless card
available when they want to use the authentication. As men-
tioned, SMS-OTP has problems considering usability when
the mobile device is used for both authenticating and using
the service: it requires memorizing or writing down the one
time password. Authenticating with Mobile certificate re-
quires, in addition to normal username/password authenti-
cation, only entering the SPIN number. Therefore from the
usability point of view the best is Mobile certificate.

Probably all of the methods, except TUPAS, will have
problems with non-multitasking mobile devices because the
application that is used for accessing the service is not
the same application that handles the authentication. Non-
multitasking devices cannot run multiple applications simul-
taneously, and therefore one of the applications needs to be
closed before the other one can be started. Nevertheless, the
authentication methods can still be used with such devices if
the service is used for example with separate computer and
the non-multitasking mobile device handles only the authen-
tication.

5 Conclusion

Even though the goals of the described methods are simi-
lar, the approaches differ much from each other. All of the
methods have their strengths and weaknesses. Unfortunately,
most of the methods are not yet deployed and thus cannot be
used. Therefore, if a service provider intends to right away
start offering a mobile authentication, solutions based on the
SMS-OTP seem to be the only option.

In fact SMS-OTP is overall fairly good mobile authentica-
tion method, at least for services that do not require very
heavy protection. It is cheap and light and very easy to
understand and use when service is accessed with separate
computer. The only real disadvantage is the usability issues
when mobile device is used for both authenticating and using
the service.

Mobile certificate is probably a good method at least from
the end-users point of view because, it will be easy to both
start to use and to use. It should become available during
this year, but it seems that the release has been delayed for
some reason. I still think that it will become available soon
because the Finnish mobile phone operators will want to get
a share of the money that moves in authentication business.
At the moment because of TUPAS that money goes to banks.
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The pricing of Mobile certificate is still a big question. If it
is too expensive, users will stay with the old system.

The openness and the general architecture makes ObC
very promising method, but it might be very challenging to
get it in to use. Nevertheless, it is interesting to follow the
development of it. NFC is also very interesting idea and I
presume that sooner or later the technology will get deployed
worldwide. However, due the difficulty of using NFC as au-
thentication method, the strength of it is in other situations
than authentication, like in different kinds of payments and
advertising.
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